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Wanted.... New Editor
There will be no news letters in 2021 if we do not get a new editor. I am sorry but
there has to be a time limit to when I hand over the editorship.

Hi all and welcome to yet another Chair Chat,
I think by now most of you will have heard the sad news that Arthur Davies has died.
He died suddenly a couple of weeks ago.
Arthur was a long standing club and committee member, and spares man whose jovial
character well most of the time! Gave us all many happy memoires. His knowledge on the
A7 was extensive and his advice was sort from not only our club but across the wider A7
community.
I have known Arthur for over 35 years, sharing a tent with him and Ian Devey at our stall at
the Beaulieu Auto jumble, over many years and his banter and wry sense of humour will be
sadly missed. His funeral will be held at Redditch Crematorium on Friday the 25th Sept at
1:15pm unfortunately due to the coVid restrictions there is a restricted number allowed in
the crematorium which are already taken by family and close friends.
As for a showing of Austin 7’s at Arthur`s funeral , there will be those who are going to the
service, but if people want to show up please get in touch with me so I can make
arrangements on where to meet etc.
Having said our farewells to Arthur we turn our attention to the AGM which unfortunately
WILL NOT take place as planned due to the current COVID restrictions at this time.
I have had a good response to the Questionnaire about 50 members have replied if you
haven’t yet please try and get them filled out it will help us plan for the future.

Look after yourselves
Regards
Rick Bishop

Dates for your Diary.

URGENT PLEASE TAKE NOTE

Due to the change in Covid 19 regulations we are unable to hold any of the events
which have been previously advertised.
The AGM will not be held on September 25th and future club nights and events will be
CANCELLED until further notice, in accordance with Government guidelines. If things
change we will notify people.

This event does appear to be going ahead at the time of this going to
print.
Lancaster Insurance Classic Car Show 2020
The club has been invited to display at this year’s show at the NEC, 13th to
15th November, if you would like further details, to display your vehicle or
become involved. Then speak to Andy Lowe, at a club night or 0121 477
0547 or 07971224002

DON`T FORGET THE CLUB CODE IF YOU ARE PURCHASING TICKETS
CCC666

Wherever you go, whatever you do......Stay safe. ed

*********************************************************************
See the regulations and guidelines for the show later in the news letter.

Our friend Arthur
It hardly seems possible that I am writing
this, but sadly our friend Arthur passed
away suddenly in August. My own
memories of Arthur Davies relate to
the many years we have been going to
The Wollaton Park Autokana. We always
gathered together on Friday night for fish
and chips and again on Saturday for a BBQ.
We always enjoyed his company , his sense
of humour and the inevitable banter .
Arthur always seemed very calm but did not suffer fools and no doubt when he was auto
jumbling, alone or with John Barlow or others, he met a few! He would come to the camp
with a few tales!
I know he and friend Hazel went to many 1940`s events and rallies and also Goodwood.
I understand they were at an event not long before he passed away and I am sure he
enjoyed these in his own quiet way.
He had been on the MA7C committee and had supported Austin Sevening for many years
and his knowledge and expertise will be sorely missed. He has worked on numerous cars
and components over the years and his own van won a trophy at the Scottish Rally in
2018 ( see the photo above) one of many I`m sure.
Thanks for the friendship, laughs and the knowledge Arthur.
Lesley and Keith Marriner

If you have any photos of Arthur or anecdotes you would like to share please
send them to me.

Now on a lighter note, in fact one out of this world!

Alison Roberts was treated to the unbelievable birthday surprise by husband John.
I am just the luckiest person to have had the opportunity to fly in a WW2 spitfire. The Spitfire Mk
Tr IX PV202 based at Duxford is one of only a few adapted dual seater Spitfires. Originally RJ
Mitchell's masterpiece took to the air on 5th March 1936, the RAF didnt have a two seat spitfire
for training pilots in the second World War, the usual route of training pilots was to do the basic
training on a Tiger Moth or Miles Magister and advanced training on a N A Havard or Miles
Magister then off to an operational training unit for an introduction to the Spitfire or Hurricane.
The absence of a two seater was in part due to the pressing need for all the fighter versions that
could be delivered. Whatever the reason the system worked and the Spitfire was in the thick of
the action from the Battle of Britain to D Day and beyond.
It is a complex project to carry out the conversion to a two seater, it involves removing the
forward fuel tank to enable the pilots cockpit to be moved 12 inches forward. This helps maintain
the balance of the aircraft.
My day was amazing! The sun shone and as soon as that unique sounding engine started up I
knew I had always wanted to do this. The pilot Brian was very reassuring and trusting and I too
Itook control of the Spitfire under his guidance via an intercom (I couldn't
actually see Brian from my cockpit!) With Brian back in control he mimicked a dogfight which was
thrilling and there is nothing quite like a victory roll over the Cambridgeshire countryside!
This experience has definitely fulfilled one of my bucket list choices.
I can`t thank John enough for treating me for my birthday, how lucky am I?

Well done Amy!
Looking Back to 2019
The `virtual rally` seems to be the thing at the moment and zoom meetings but I
was reminded by social media of how things were this time last year, so I
thought I would share an event with you. MA7C were supposed to have a
presence at Stoke Prior Steam this week but that, like many events, was not to
be. Here are some of our memories of last year. K &L Marriner

Austin Sevens were well represented
although not all together in one row.

A go

A good selection on two wheels too.

“All vehicles great and small”.

Not very talkative!

Part 20 of the Restoration of FAE 588

Robert Smith

First of all, have a look at picture numbers 1 and 2, this is Esmeralda in her paint finish after acquiring a
new coat! The wings of course are black. Doesn’t she look fine? I completed the last chapter of this Blog
confirming that My Brother in Law Bob was on his way to find out why I was repeatedly unable to acquire
a reasonably good finish of the final paint coating to the car. He arrived on the due date and set about
carrying out all the checks that I had customarily done and just like me, having mixed a quantity of the
finishing colour paint he set about using the spray gun. Just like me all was fine for a little while until the
spray gun started to sputter again.
“I need more pressure”, he said.
“You’ve got 55lbs”, I said.
“Hmm”, he said, “there’s a blockage somewhere then”. So like I had done previously, he poured the
unused paint back into the mixing container, and just like I had done he began to strip down the gun.
Nothing, Nada!
“There’s still a blockage”, he repeated.
“I agree”, I said sagely. He then swopped the air line end for end and as he reconnected the delivery end
to the compressor and switched it on I heard a faint thunk! Then I nearly fainted when he picked up my
Stanley knife and cut about 4” off the end of the air line.
He showed me the cut end piece and inside was a big lump of coagulated old paint and dirt accumulated
over many years which had effectively sealed off the pipe end! He then reconnected the female end of
the pipe and everything worked fine. All that aggravation of my trying to use the gun and not being able
to just because time and a lump of muck had conspired to frustrate me!
He continued with the spraying of the car, the results of which you can now see in pictures 1 and 2. What
a bloke and what a good job he has made of the car. I can claim a bit of credit for the refinishing because I
painted the spare wheel compartment and its door, the engine bay, part of the bonnet, the doors, the
metal trim to the inside of the windows and the inside instrument panel fascia. Oh! and, all of the black
painted parts including the radiator cowling so I don’t feel too inadequate but it took the skill and
experience of Brother in Law Bob to sort it out for me. Now that the painting was complete I could give
focus to the rewiring and loads of other work which I had been longing to get onto.
After the completion of the painting I enjoyed a little break before moving onto other things, I visited
friends enjoyed day trips out and generally recharged my motivation batteries. I visualized the car with its
glass in and the doors on and so began to fit some of these, plus various items related to the rewiring as a
sort of light relief before starting the rewire properly. I also sorted out all the associated electrical items
to be used like the light fittings. I established that the replacement headlamp reflectors acquired some
time ago wouldn’t fit into the original headlamp shells and so I engaged in a period of discussions with the
original suppliers before resolving to use a pair of period complete headlamps and to cease fretting about
it. Next, I fitted the “pork pie” rear light and stoplight to the rear spare wheel compartment door together
the smart refurbished number plate and a new perimeter rubber strip, (see picture 3). Next, I set about
fitting the rear window into place together with the two pieces of glass in the rear passenger area, and
riveted the special rubber bonnet sealing strip into its groove. Now, all these things were jobs that
needed to be done at some stage but what I was really doing was putting off starting the rewire proper.
Anyway on a moderate and less windy day early in September I finally unrolled the harness and began to
set it into position.

During the poor and cold winter weather I had labelled all the connecting wire ends so that locating each
one was made rather easier than it might have been had I not done so. I was progressing along quite
nicely, (it’s always the same when you put off a job for a while, you realise that it’s not so bad really),
when out of the blue came a ‘phone call from the company who had been refurbishing my car engine and
gear box to ask, ”could they come and fit them into place for me?” Could they? I almost cheered!
Anyway, I arranged for them to call and a few days later they arrived. Within a matter of minutes
Esmeralda had her engine and gearbox back into place and that gaping hole at her front was no more.
(See the picture 4).
After the engine and gearbox installation I was energized to almost an explosive point and began the
rewiring again. I had completed arranging feeding the instrument panel and all the points forward and
was beginning to drop the bound section of cable containing the feed to the rear lighting, the petrol tank
sender unit and the stoplight switch when I realized I couldn’t find the place where the cable should drop
down the A post into the sill where it would travel to the rear. It’s a pretty dark and gloomy part of the car
to go looking into but even with my strongest artificial light I couldn’t see anywhere with a hole in a
suitable place. I puzzled and puzzled over this for some time and had resolved within my mind that I
might have to drill a hole through the floor. For obvious reasons I couldn’t bring myself to do this and at
the point in the day when I was doing this part of the job I retired for an early lunch. After lunch I had a bit
of a power nap before once again taking up the search for this elusive hole. I dispensed with the powered
mobile light holder and using a smallish but quite powerful battery powered light I went down under the
car on my back so I could look up at the underside of the A post properly. There in the shadow of a
reinforcing sill bracket was a 1” hole tucked nicely away and (almost) impossible to see. I dropped a
mouse down the A post access hole, (for the uninitiated a mouse is a piece of strong cord with a weight
on the end which, once it reaches the hole end, it can be used to secure the cable to properly so it can
then be pulled through), tied off the cable and in a minute or so the problem was solved. If ever there was
an example of how important it is not to rush this sort of thing, this was it.

Picture1

Picture 2

Picture 3

Picture 4

Anyone attending the Classic Motor show should be aware of the following.

Copy for club magazines and e-Newsletters
Please complete the National Historic Vehicle Survey to keep transport heritage
on our roads.
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs are having to make the case for historic
vehicles retaining their current access and freedoms on our roads more and more
strongly in coming years, as we navigate the most challenging period in our history. In
order to defend the future of historic vehicles, they need your help by completing this
crucial survey.
The Yorkshire Post recently quoted Grant Shapps, Secretary of State for Transport as
saying “I’m sorry internal combustion engine fans, I think its days are overall likely to be
numbered.”
A local authority, in Wallingford, Oxfordshire, recently debated a motion, which was
fortunately defeated, to cancel its historic vehicle rally and parade.
The historic vehicle community, its events, freedoms to use the roads and even the fuel
we use, are under increasing threats and pressures amidst a changing landscape of
political and environmental influences.
If we are to defend the use of historic vehicles, then we need to act and act now. The
Federation needs your help.
The FBHVC is in the process of carrying out its 2020 National Historic Vehicle Survey,
an update to a similar survey undertaken in 2016. If we are to represent the case for
historic vehicles in the best possible way we need to have up to date information about
the movement and how important the movement is to the economy, particularly in
current COVID-19 circumstances.
The answers you give in this survey, will help shape the future for historic vehicles
within the United Kingdom for the next 5 years.
The FBHVC aims to lobby Government against adverse legislation and restrictions that
may affect the future for historic vehicles. But, in order to achieve a positive result, the
organisation needs to have reliable data on the significance and size of the historic
vehicle movement to hand.
The survey takes approximately 15-20 minutes to complete depending on the answers
you give. Please complete the survey in one sitting.
On submission of your questionnaire, you will be given the opportunity to enter a prize
draw to win one of the following prizes: A year’s Club Insurance policy to the value of
£250 including IPT, courtesy of Peter James Insurance, one of three pairs of tickets for
the 2020 Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show with Discovery, Courtesy of Clarion
Events, or one of 15 display copies of the FBHVC’s historic vehicle wall chart.
Complete the survey here: https://www.fbhvc.co.uk/2020-enthusiast-survey

Midlands Austin 7 Club
Membership Application or Renewal Form
Your membership is due for renewal in September please renew promptly to ease
administration

Did you know that for an annual Membership Fee of £30.00, you get:
Reduced Rate Insurance
Free advertising in your club newsletter
Monthly Newsletter and National Association Quarterly Magazine
Access to Spares and Social activities with like-minded people
To join please print clearly and sign form below.If you are a new member
please tick the Box
Member’s Details:
Name: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Address: …………………………………………………………………………….……………………………..……
……………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….
Post code: ……………………………..
Tel Nos (home) ……………………….…….................(mobile)…………………………..…………...
Email address…………………………………….……………………….
Car details:Make

Model

Year Chassis no Registration

………………... ……..…………….…….. ………. ……………….. ………………..
………….…….. …………..……………… ………. ……………….. ………………..
…………….….. ……………….............. ………. ……………….. ………………..
………………... …………………………... ………. ……………….. ………………..
Please send your fully completed form (with cheques made payable to “Midlands
Austin Seven Club Ltd”) to: David Trickett, 2 Dunchurch Close, Balsall Common,
Coventry, CV7 7PN.
Phone: - 01676 535554 (before 9pm please)

